Early-career researchers have your say

The community behind eLife are keenly aware of the pressures faced by junior investigators. That's why we're working to create a more positive publishing experience and helping early-career researchers receive the recognition they deserve.

Our current initiatives include:

• **#ECRWednesday webinar series** - a monthly platform where panelists share opportunities and advice for building a successful career
• **Travel grants** - funding available for eLife authors to attend meetings and receive exposure and recognition for their research
• **Magazine features** - regular interviews, podcasts and feature articles addressing pertinent issues and offering insights
• **Peer review involvement** - the active inclusion of early-career researchers in our pool of potential peer reviewers
• **Taking advice** - our Early-Career Advisory Group is a talented group of graduate students, postdocs and junior group leaders that help inspire the direction of eLife

Join the community that will shape the future of research communication and discovery through eLife.

Share your views and connect at eLifesciences.org/community

Follow @eLifeCommunity